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ABSTRACT

Through binding and fluorescence studies of oligo-
nucleotides covalently attached to a pyrene group
via one carbon linker at the sugar residue, we
previously found that pyrene-modified RNA oligo-
nucleotides do not emit well in the single-stranded
form, yet the attached pyrene emits with a signific-
antly high quantum yield upon binding to a comple-
mentary RNA strand. In sharp contrast, similarly
modified pyrene–DNA probes exhibit very weak
fluorescence both in the double-stranded and
single-stranded forms. The pyrene-modified RNA
oligonucleotides therefore provide a useful tool for
monitoring RNA hybridization. The purpose of this
paper is to present the structural basis for the differ-
ent fluorescence properties of pyrene-modified RNA/
RNA and pyrene-modified DNA/DNA duplexes. The
results of absorption, fluorescence anisotropy and
circular dichroism studies all consistently indicated
that the pyrene attached to the RNA duplex is located
outside of the duplex, whereas the pyrene incorpor-
ated into the DNA duplex intercalates into the double
helix. 1H NMR measurements unambiguously con-
firmed that the pyrene attached to the DNA duplex
indeed intercalates between the base pairs of the
duplex. Molecular dynamics simulations support
these differences in the local structural elements
around the pyrene between the pyrene–RNA/RNA
and the pyrene–DNA/DNA duplexes.

INTRODUCTION

Because pyrene can be chemically modified in various ways
and because its fluorescence quantum efficiencies are high in

both monomer and excimer emissions, a number of pyrene-
modified oligonucleotides have been synthesized and exploi-
ted as fluorescent probes of DNA and RNA in hybridization
assays (1–27). In addition, pyrene fluorescence is largely
affected by environmental factors, such as solvent and nearby
nucleotide bases, which has led to its development as a poten-
tial probe for nucleic acid structures (5–8). Although recent
reports have shown that pyrene monomer emission is useful
for fluorescent recognition of a given base at the target site
in DNA (1), pyrene-oligonucleotide probes employing the
monomer emission usually involve the disadvantage of fluor-
escence quenching. In oligonucleotides covalently attached
via a flexible tether to pyrene at the internal phosphate (2),
the nucleotide bases (3), and the terminus (4), fluorescence
quenching of the pyrene strongly occurs both in the single-
stranded and double-stranded forms via an electron migration
between the excited pyrene and the nucleotide bases (28–30).
To avoid these disadvantages, several attempts using the
pyrene-excimer emission in place of the monomer emission
have been made in the development of hybridization probes
(9–22). Because pyrene-excimer emission is less sensitive
to quenching by nucleobases than monomer emission, the
pyrene-excimer-forming probes have been successfully used
for DNA and RNA hybridization assays (13–22,27).

Our research efforts have been directed toward the design
and synthesis of pyrene-modified oligonucleotides in which
the sugar 20-position has been used as the site of the covalent
attachment (23–26). We have found that the incorporation of
pyrene via one carbon linker into the sugar position of DNA
resulted in probes displaying very weak monomer fluores-
cence because of severe quenching of the fluorescence. Thus,
upon binding of the pyrene–DNAs to complementary DNA
and to RNA sequences, the intensity of the pyrene fluorescence
did not significantly change. The pyrene-modified RNAs also
exhibited very weak monomer fluorescence, and the hybrid-
ization to DNA resulted in little fluorescence change. In sharp
contrast to these observations, the fluorescence intensity of
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the pyrene-modified RNAs drastically increased upon hybrid-
ization to complementary RNA sequences. The resulting
pyrene-modified RNA duplexes displayed fluorescence as
intense as that of free pyrene in aqueous solution. The
pyrene-modified RNA oligonucleotides therefore provide a
useful tool for monitoring RNA hybridization (26).

In this paper, we discuss the local structure of the pyrene
appended onto the sugar of the pyrene–RNA and the pyrene–
DNA duplexes. All the absorption, fluorescence and circular
dichroism (CD) spectral observations are consistent with
attachment of the pyrene to the outside of the double helix
in the RNA duplex, while the pyrene in the DNA duplex is
placed inside the helix. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
studies strongly support these differences of the local structure
around the pyrene. 1H NMR measurements unambiguously
confirmed that the pyrene attached to the DNA duplex inter-
calates between the base pairs of the duplex. The results of
the present studies may contribute to further development of
pyrene-labeled oligonucleotide probes for gene analysis (27).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General methods

The synthesis of pyrene-modified oligonucleotides was carried
out using 50-O-dimethoxytrityl-20-O-(1-pyrenylmethyl)uridine
30-O-(2-cyanoethyl)-N,N0-diisopropylphosphoramidite as
described previously (25,26). UV-visible spectra were recor-
ded with a Hitachi U-3000 or Beckman DU-800 spectro-
photometer equipped with a thermoelectrically controlled
cell holder. Steady-state fluorescence and fluorescence ani-
sotropy data were measured on a Hitachi F-2500 spectro-
fluorometer. Fluorescence quantum yields were estimated at
23�C on the basis of quinine sulfate in sulfuric acid (1.0 N)
as a standard (26). Anisotropy was estimated by following
equation, where I// and I? are the fluorescence intensities of
the parallel and perpendicular polarization components,
respectively, and r is the fluorescence anisotropy (31):
r ¼ (I// � I?)/(I// + 2 I?). CD spectra were obtained on a
JASCO CD J-805 spectrophotometer.

NMR spectroscopy

The NMR sample was prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl and 0.2 mM EDTA. All the
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ARX-500 spectro-
meter (500.13 MHz for 1H). For the resonance assignment,
2D NMR spectra, TOCSY (mixing time 40 ms) and NOESY
(mixing times 100, 200 and 350 ms) were measured at 25�C.
All the proton resonances were assigned by the sequential
procedure (32). 1H chemical shifts were referenced to sodium
3-(trimethylsilyl)propionate-2,2,3,3-d4.

MD simulation

The modified nucleoside, 20-O-(1-pyrenylmethyl)uridine, was
constructed using a support program for AMBER on the basis
of our originally developed molecular graphics program
‘Modrast-P’ (33,34). Formal charges for the modified nucle-
oside were calculated by MOPAC, and each atom in the pyr-
enyl residue was defined for molecular model building using
AMBER (35). The starting structures for pyrene-modified
RNA and DNA duplexes were constructed with the AMBER

module and then optimized, thermalized (300 K), and equi-
librated before MD simulation. MD simulations were per-
formed using the ‘sander’ module of the AMBER 6.0 (36)
software package with the ff94 force field (37) in which the
systems were subjected to 1 ns (1 000 000 steps) of the simu-
lations at constant temperature (300 K) and pressure (1 atm)
with standard relaxation times. In these calculations, a suitable
number of Na+ ions and �2200 of TIP3P water molecules
were placed with the minimum distance from the duplex to
the periodic boundary (10 Å).

RESULTS

Absorption spectral changes during the duplex melting

The sequences of the pyrene-modified oligonucleotides used
in the present studies are listed in Scheme 1. The UV-melting
curves monitored at 260 and 340 nm for pyrene-modified
RNA/RNA, pyrene-modified DNA/DNA duplexes and their
corresponding unmodified duplexes are shown in Figure 1. All
the melting profiles for the pyrene-modified duplexes exhibit
typical single-phase melting transitions that are similar to the
unmodified duplexes. The Tm value estimated for pyrene-
modified RNA duplex I/VIII was slightly lower than that for
unmodified RNA duplex VI/VIII, while the pyrene–DNA/
DNA duplex II/IX melted at a temperature a few degrees
higher than the Tm of unmodified DNA duplex VII/IX.

Figure 2 shows the temperature-dependent changes in the
absorption spectra at the region between 300 and 360 nm. For
the pyrene-modified RNA duplex I/VIII, the pyrene absorption
band at 347 nm observed at the high temperature shifted to
the shorter wavelength (342 nm) upon the duplex formation.
The melting profile at 340 nm for the pyrene-modified RNA
duplex I/VIII (Figure 1A, inset) exhibited a reverse sigmoid
curve compared with that monitored at 260 nm. In contrast,

   I: 5'-rACA U(pyr)CC AGU GUU GAU-3'
  II: 5'-dACA U(pyr)CC AGT GTT GAT-3'
 III: 5'-dCCU(pyr) AGC UAG G-3'
  IV: 5'-rCCU(pyr) CAU GAG G-3'
   V: 5'-dCCU(pyr) CAT GAG G-3'
  VI: 5'-rACA UCC AGU GUU GAU-3'
 VII: 5'-dACA TCC AGT GTT GAT-3'
VIII: 5'-rAUC AAC ACU GGA UGU-3'
  IX: 5'-dATC AAC ACT GGA TGT-3'
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Scheme 1. The sequences of pyrene-modified oligonucleotides and unmodified
oligomers used in this study.
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the pyrene absorption band for the pyrene–DNA/DNA duplex
II/IX showed the red shift from 347 to 352 nm with the duplex
formation. The melting profile at 340 nm for DNA duplex
II/IX (Figure 1B, inset) was thus similar to that obtained at
260 nm. These changes in the UV-spectra between the modi-
fied RNA and DNA strongly suggested that the structure or the
environment around the pyrene in the modified RNA duplex
I/VIII sharply differs from that of the DNA duplex II/IX.
Absorption of polyaromatic intercalators involving pyrene
shifts to a longer wavelength because of the p-stacking
with nucleobases (38); thus, the observed spectral changes
may be consistent with a pyrene intercalated between the
bases or base pairs of the DNA duplex, while the pyrene in
the RNA duplex is placed in a position relatively free from
interaction with the bases.

Fluorescence anisotropy

Figure 3 shows the steady-state fluorescence spectra of pyrene-
modified RNA and DNA oligomers and their duplexes. The
single-stranded pyrene–RNA I exhibited the typical pyrene
monomer emission, and its fluorescence quantum yield was
very low (quantum yield f ¼ 0.007) (26). The fluorescence
of the pyrene–RNA/RNA duplex I/VIII was significantly
enhanced with a f value of 0.237 that is comparable with
those for pyrene derivatives free in air-saturated aqueous solu-
tion, such as 1-pyrenebutyric acid (f ¼ 0.30) and 1-pyrenyl-
methanol (f ¼ 0.25). On the other hand, the pyrene-modified
DNA II exhibited a pyrene monomer emission with a low
quantum yield (f ¼ 0.006) both in the single-stranded and
in the double-stranded forms.
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Figure 1. (A) UV-melting curves for the pyrene-modified RNA oligonucleotide duplex, I/VIII (circles) and unmodified RNA duplex, VI/VIII (triangles).
(B) UV-melting curves for the pyrene-modified DNA oligonucleotide duplex, II/IX (circles) and unmodified DNA duplex, VII/IX (triangles). Measurements
were carried out at 260 nm for a 1:1 mixture of oligonucleotides (33 mM) in a pH 7 buffer containing 10 mM sodium phosphate and 100 mM NaCl.
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Figure 2. (A) Absorption spectra changes as a function of temperature for the pyrene-modified RNA oligonucleotide duplex, I/VIII. (B) Absorption spectra changes
as a function of temperature for the pyrene-modified DNA oligonucleotide duplex, II/IX. Measurements were carried out for a 1:1 mixture of oligonucleotides
(33 mM) in a pH 7 buffer containing 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM sodium phosphate and 1 mM EDTA·2Na.
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We then measured fluorescence anisotropy for the pyrene-
modified RNA and DNA duplexes. Figure 4 represents the
fluorescence anisotropy spectra for the single-stranded
pyrene-modified oligomers and their duplexes. The anisotropy
(r) value (3.85 · 10�2) at 380 nm for the pyrene-modified
RNA duplex I/VIII was approximately one-third compared
with that (12.01 · 10�2) of the single-stranded pyrene-
modified RNA I. In contrast, the r-value (14.5 · 10�2) of
the pyrene-modified DNA in the double-stranded form II/IX
was slightly higher than that (12.16 · 10�2) of the single-
stranded form II. These fluorescence anisotropy measurements
indicate that the pyrene in the RNA duplex is relatively free

from stacking within the bases compared with the single-
stranded form. On the other hand, the pyrene is less mobile
or more strongly stacked between the bases or the base pairs
in the DNA duplex compared with the single-stranded form.
Fluorescent anisotropy findings, therefore, are consistent with
the observations from the UV-spectral analyses.

Induced CD

CD spectra for the pyrene-modified RNA and DNA duplexes
and their corresponding unmodified duplexes are shown in
Figure 5. The pyrene–RNA/RNA duplex I/VIII exhibits a
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Figure 3. (A) Steady-state fluorescence spectra for pyrene-modified RNA oligonucleotide, I (thin line) and its duplex with RNA, I/VIII (bold line). (B) Steady-state
fluorescence spectra for pyrene-modified DNA oligonucleotide, II (thin line) and its duplex with RNA, II/IX (bold line). The measurements were carried out at room
temperature for a 1:1 mixture of oligonucleotides (6 mM) in the same buffer solutions used in Figure 2. The excitation wavelength was 350 nm.
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Figure 4. (A) Upper panel: parallel (bold line) and perpendicular (thin line) fluorescence anisotropy spectra of pyrene-modified RNA oligonucleotide, I; lower panel:
parallel (bold line) and perpendicular (thin line) fluorescence anisotropy spectra of the pyrene-modified RNA oligonucleotide duplex, I/VIII. (B) Upper panel:
parallel (bold line) and perpendicular (thin line) fluorescence anisotropy spectra of pyrene-modified DNA oligonucleotide, II; lower panel: parallel (bold line) and
perpendicular (thin line) fluorescence anisotropy spectra of pyrene-modified DNA oligonucleotide duplex, II/IX. The measurements were carried out at room
temperature with the same solutions used in Figure 2. The excitation wavelength was 350 nm.
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CD profile that is very close to that of the unmodified RNA
duplex VI/VIII of a typical A-form double helix. In this case,
no induced CD signal resulting from the pyrenyl group at the
region between 300 and 360 nm was observed. On the other
hand, a negative-induced CD at the same region was observed
for the pyrene–DNA/DNA duplex II/IX. The CD profile at
�260 nm was slightly modified from that of the unmodified
B-form DNA duplex VII/IX. Because pyrene is a planar
achiral molecule that exhibits no intrinsic CD activity, the
induced CD observed for the pyrene–DNA/DNA duplex
strongly suggests the asymmetric interaction of the pyrene
ring with the bases or base pairs of the duplex (39).

NMR spectroscopy

This interaction between the pyrene and bases or base pairs
of the DNA duplex was investigated using 1H NMR measure-
ments. The self-complementary pyrene-modified DNA duplex
III was used for the measurements because the NMR signals
are easily assignable owing to the symmetric nature of the
DNA. The 2D NOESY spectrum of III and the assignment
of the NOE cross-peaks are shown in Figure 6. The NOE cross-
peaks were observed between the pyrene aromatic protons and
the base protons of U3, A4, T7 and A8, which are summarized
in the right lower panel of Figure 6. The NOE cross-peaks
were observed between the proton pairs of H8 of A4 and the
H2 and H10 aromatic protons of pyrene. Similarly, the cross-
peaks were observed between the proton pairs of H5 of U3 and
pyrene H3; H6 of T7 and pyrene H6 and H7; CH3 of T7 and
pyrene H5; and H2 protons of A4 and A8 and pyrene H9
and H10. On the basis of these NMR data, the inference is
that the intercalation of the pyrene ring occurs between the
base pairs of U3-A8 and A4-T7. The pyrene protons of H3,
H4, H5 and H6 are located in the major groove side of the
DNA/DNA duplex, while those of H8, H9 and H10 are placed
in the minor groove side.

Figure 7 shows the NOE cross-peaks at the region between
the sugar H10 protons and base protons of III. The sequential
NOE cross-peaks were not observed between H10 of U3 and H8
of A4, and H10 of T7 and H8 of A8; however, the cross-peaks

between the sugar H10 proton and the base proton at the 30-side
were observable for the other possible combinations of the
bases and the sugars, such as the H10 of C2 and H6 of U3.
These observations provide the evidence that the base-pair
pocket of U3-A8 and A4-T7 was locally enlarged along the
axial of the DNA duplex because of the intercalation of the
pyrene group, while retaining the global conformation of
B-form double helix. The slight modification of the global
conformation of the duplex is consistent with the CD spectral
observation.

MD simulations

We carried out MD simulations for the pyrene-modified RNA
and DNA duplexes using an AMBER force field. The starting
structures for pyrene-modified RNA IV and DNA V duplexes
were constructed using the AMBER module on the basis of
an A-form and B-form double helix, respectively, in which the
pyrene group was placed at the inside of the model duplexes.
The model duplex structures were optimized and equilibrated
before MD simulation at 300 K. We found that after the energy
minimization, in the pyrene–RNA duplex the pyrene ring was
pushed to the outside of the duplex, while the pyrene was still
found inside the helix in the pyrene–DNA duplex.

The MD simulations were performed using the AMBER 6.0
software package with an appropriate force field (36,37) in
which the systems were subjected to 1 ns (1 000 000 steps) of
the simulations at constant temperature (300 K) and pressure
(1 atm) with standard relaxation times. Figure 8 shows the final
structures of the pyrene–RNA/RNA IV and pyrene–DNA/
DNA V duplexes obtained after the MD simulations. As
shown in Figure 8A, the structure of the pyrene-modified
RNA duplex retained its original A-form double helix in
which the pyrene ring extends prominently from the helix.
Figure 8B shows the top view of the pyrene plane together
with the A-U pair of nucleosides, one of which was covalently
attached to the pyrene. It can be seen that the pyrene aromatic
ring is free from p-stacking interaction of the nucleobases.

On the other hand, in the pyrene–DNA/DNA structure
(Figure 8C), the pyrene ring is intercalated into the designated
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Figure 5. (A) CD spectra for the pyrene-modified RNA oligonucleotide duplex, I/VIII (bold line) and unmodified RNA duplex, VI/VIII (thin line). (B) CD spectra for
pyrene-modified DNA oligonucleotide duplex, II/IX (bold line) and unmodified DNA duplex, VII/IX (thin line). Measurements were carried out at room temperature
for a 1:1 mixture of oligonucleotides (6 mM) in a pH 7 buffer containing 10 mM sodium phosphate and 100 mM NaCl.
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Figure 6. 2D NOESY spectrum of [d(CCU(pyr)AGCUAGG)]2 III in D2O with the proton assignment (left). The numbering of the nucleotides in the DNA is shown
in the upper right panel. The arrows indicate the observed NOE signals between the bases and pyrene protons (lower right panel).

Figure 7. H8/H6 and H10 region of 2D NOESY spectrum of III in D2O with the proton assignment (left) and sequential NOEs in the segment of C2-U3-A4 (right).
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base pairs, A-U and G-C pairs, in the double helix. The uracil
and adenine bases were found to be well stacked with the
pyrene, as shown in Figure 8D. The MD simulations show
that, while the pyrene is indeed intercalated into the base pairs
of the helix, the pyrene-modified DNA duplex was not
significantly distorted and retained the global conformation
of the B-form structure. This finding is consistent with the
CD and NMR observations.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we report the difference in structure between
duplex DNA versus RNA possessing a single modified uridine
with a 20-(1-pyrenylmethyl) substituent. NMR spectra and MD
simulations revealed that the pyrene-modified DNA duplex
has an intercalated structure of pyrene. An intercalated struc-
ture is consistent with the spectral observations, such as the
blue shift in pyrene absorption, small changes in the fluores-
cence anisotropy during the duplex melting and the induced
CD in the duplex observed at the pyrene absorption band.

On the basis of the intercalated structure, the fluorescence
properties of pyrene-modified DNA can be explained as fol-
lows. The incorporation of pyrene via one carbon linker into
the sugar position of DNA produces the oligonucleotide
probes that display very weak monomer fluorescence resulting
from severe fluorescence quenching. The fluorescence quench-
ing of pyrene has been generally observed for the single-
stranded form of oligonucleotides covalently attached to the
pyrene chromophore (1–4,29); the nucleobases can serve as

efficient quenchers for pyrene fluorescence via electron
transfer from the excited pyrene to nucleobases (28–30).
The p-stacking interaction between the pyrene and nucleotide
bases should facilitate the electron transfer and should occur
even in single-stranded oligomers. In the present DNA duplex,
pyrene intercalation is a favorable factor for electron transfer,
resulting in a pyrene that displays very weak fluorescence.
Similar to the DNA binding, the pyrene fluorescence does
not always change much on binding of the pyrene-modified
DNA to RNA sequences. The only exception has been
observed in the pyrene-modified DNA probes containing dC
at the 30-site of the modification that showed a remarkable
increase in pyrene monomer fluorescence upon binding to
complementary RNA (25).

The pyrene-modified RNA duplex completely differs from
the pyrene-modified DNA duplex in terms of local structure
around the pyrene. The non-intercalated structure for the RNA
duplex is strongly supported by the red shift in pyrene absorp-
tion and the decrease in fluorescence anisotropy during the
duplex melting and the lack of induced CD at the pyrene
absorption band. The MD simulations further support the
structural features of the RNA duplex. The pyrene-modified
RNA duplex retained its original A-form double helix in
which the pyrene ring extends prominently from the helix.
Importantly, the pyrene aromatic ring is totally free from
the p-stacking interaction with the nucleobases. With these
structural features, the electron transfer from the excited
pyrene to the nucleobases may become unfavorable, and
the pyrene is highly emissive in spite of the covalent attach-
ment to the RNA duplex. The emission intensity of the pyrene

AA B

C D

Figure 8. (A) The structures obtained from molecular dynamics simulation for the pyrene-modified RNA duplex, IV. (B) The top view of the pyrene aromatic plane
together with A-U nucleoside pair of duplex IV. (C) The structures obtained from molecular dynamics simulation for pyrene-modified DNA duplex V. (D) The top
view of the pyrene aromatic plane together with A-U nucleoside pair of duplex V.
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in the RNA duplex is as strong as that of pyrene chromophores
free in an aqueous solution, while single-stranded RNA with
the pyrene exhibits very weak fluorescence (two orders of
magnitude less than the duplex). In contrast to the RNA bind-
ing, the pyrene-modified RNA probes showed little change in
fluorescence on binding to DNA sequences (26).

The above structural data do not appear to provide a reas-
onable explanation for why the pyrene is intercalated in the
DNA duplex and not in the RNA duplex. However, the model
building and energy minimization studies showed that the
pyrene ring in the pyrene–RNA duplex was pushed to the
outside from the duplex, although the initial structure had
the pyrene at the inside of the helix. In contrast, in the
pyrene–DNA duplex the pyrene was found to be still inside
the helix even after the energy minimization. Thus, it may be
highly likely that an intercalated structure for duplex RNA
covalently attached to pyrene is not energetically favorable,
probably because of the structural constraints resulting from
the short-chain carbon linker. On the other hand, the structural
constraint may be compensated by the energy gain from the
pyrene intercalation in the duplex DNA. The UV-melting
studies showing that pyrene-modified DNA is a little more
stable than the unmodified duplex appear to support these
ideas.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we conclude that an intercalated structure or
p-stacking interaction in 20-pyrene-modified oligonucleotides
plays a key role in determining pyrene fluorescence efficiency.
Duplex RNA has pyrene bound outside the helix, while
duplex DNA has a pyrene-intercalated structure. The pyrene
is therefore highly emissive when attached to duplex RNA but
not to duplex DNA. Based on the outside binding structure
and fluorescence properties of pyrene in the RNA duplex,
dual-pyrene-labeled RNA probes have already been designed
to emit excimer fluorescence and are used for RNA assays
(27). In addition, the present findings can be applied to devel-
opment of useful materials involving conjugation of aromatic
hydrocarbons and RNA.
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